474	THE LAW OF MOVABLES
) The     The last law that may be chosen to govern questions aris-
cruw •         t Q£ a transfer of movables is the law of the country with
ot tne      o	1	*
transfer which the transfer has the most real connexion, or, more
shortly, the lex actus, i.e. the proper law of the transfer, analogous
to the proper law of a contract.
Its ascertainment will in most cases cause no difficulty, as
for instance where the lex loci actus and the lex situs are identical
or where two English business men meet in Paris and complete
a transfer there of goods situated in England. But a more com-
plex problem may arise, as where A> resident and domiciled in
England, sells goods lying in a Naples warehouse to 5, who
is resident and domiciled in Holland. Without more facts it is
scarcely possible to say what the lex actus would be in such a
case. Before it could reach a decision, the court would require to
know, inter alia: Where was the transfer effected ? If reduced
to writing, was it drafted in terms peculiar to English or Dutch
law? Were the goods only temporarily in Italy? The danger,
however, to avoid is the assumption that the lex situs always
constitutes the proper law.
choice lies     It would seem that of the four laws proposed the choice
JtoaS/!* ^es between the lex situs and the proper law of the transfer.
actus, but Nevertheless, it cannot be said that either of them governs all
invariably cases to the exclusion of the other, or that where they clash there
governs is one which invariably must be preferred. Which is the de-
terminant depends upon whether the question to be decided
arises between the parties to a particular transaction or between
one of them and a third party. An attempt will now be made to
state the modern law on the basis of this distinction.
(£) The modern law
I,  Questions confined to the parties to a particular transfer.
Questions arising between the parties themselves may in-
proiu   c^u<?e a Varjet7 °f matters, such as whether the transfer is void
aspects of for incapacity, whether it is formally or essentially void, whether
a transferjt js voidable for misrepresentation or other cause, whether
the property in the movables has passed to the transferee,
whether the transferor has a lien on the goods or a right to stop
them in transit^ and what is the nature of the interest created
by the transfer. Some of these questions are of a contractual,
others of a proprietary, character.

